Local neurons in the vertebrate retina are instrumental in transforming visual inputs to extract contrast, motion, and color information and in shaping bipolar-to-ganglion cell transmission to the brain. In Drosophila, UV vision is represented by R7 inner photoreceptor neurons that project to the medulla M6 stratum, with relatively little known of this downstream substrate. Here, using R7 terminals as references, we generated a 3D volume model of the M6 stratum, which revealed a retinotopic map for UV representations. Using this volume model as a common 3D framework, we compiled and analyzed the spatial distributions of more than 200 single M6-specific local neurons (M6-LNs). Based on the segregation of putative dendrites and axons, these local neurons were classified into two families, directional and nondirectional. Neurotransmitter immunostaining suggested a signal routing model in which some visual information is relayed by directional M6-LNs from the anterior to the posterior M6 and all visual information is inhibited by a diverse population of nondirectional M6-LNs covering the entire M6 stratum. Our findings suggest that the Drosophila medulla M6 stratum contains diverse LNs that form repeating functional modules similar to those found in the vertebrate inner plexiform layer. J. Comp. Neurol. 522:3795-3816, 2014. 
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The neural circuits underlying vision in flies exhibit striking similarities to those of vertebrates (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010) . In the vertebrate retina, rods and cones serve as photoreceptor neurons that deliver light-evoked signals to dendrites of bipolar cells in the outer plexiform layer (Wassle, 2004; Li and DeVries, 2006) . Each of 10 types of bipolar cells carries a different parameter of visual information and synapses with the dendrites of specific types of ganglion cell at a unique depth of the inner plexiform layer, forming a stratic structure (Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976; Wu et al., 2000) . Modulated by amacrine cells ramifying horizontally within specific strata or vertically over several strata (MacNeil and Masland, 1998; MacNeil et al., 1999) , complex visual signals become progressively more selectively tuned as they proceed through a series of synaptic sublamina (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010) . The diverse morphological and biochemical features of amacrine cells indicate their multifaceted functions (MacNeil and Masland, 1998; MacNeil et al., 1999; Roska and Werblin, 2001; Roska et al., 2006) . Consequently, it has been suggested that, in the inner plexiform layer, each stratum innervated by its own input, output, and local neurons (LNs) is responsible for a unique visual representation (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010; Werblin, 2011) . It remains to be confirmed whether such morphological and functional variation in the inner plexiform layer is evolutionarily conserved and is found in the Drosophila visual system.
The Drosophila compound eye has approximately 800 ommatidia, and each ommatidium contains eight photoreceptor neurons. Six outer photoreceptor neurons (i.e., R1-R6, which express the blue/green-sensitive rhodopsin Rh1) surround two inner photoreceptor neurons (R7 on top of R8). The ommatidia are of three kinds, differing in the rhodopsin types expressed in R7 and R8 (Wernet et al., 2003) . The pale ommatidia express the UV-sensitive Rh3 in R7 and the blue-sensitive Rh5 in R8, whereas the yellow ommatidia express UV-sensitive Rh4 in R7 and green-sensitive Rh6 in R8. These two types of ommatidium are stochastically distributed throughout the main part of the retina. A third type forms one or two rows of ommatidia at the dorsal margin of the Drosophila eye, a specialized region known as the dorsal rim area (DRA) where Rh3 is expressed in both R7 and R8 neurons Rubin, 1990, 1991) .
The Drosophila optic lobe contains four neuropils, each representing a different stage of visual processing: the lamina, medulla, lobula, and lobula plate (Morante and Desplan, 2004) . Starting with the compound eye, visual signals are transmitted through a twodimensional array of modular longitudinal structures called cartridges in the lamina and columns in the other three neuropils, which retains the spatial organization of the visual field captured by the ommatidia. In the medulla, each column is subdivided into 10 strata (M1-M10) with R7, R8, and the monopolar L1-L5 neurons of the lamina specifically terminating in one or a few of the distal (relative to brain) M1-M6 strata (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Meinertzhagen and Sorra, 2001; Morante and Desplan, 2004; Takemura et al., 2008) . R7 and R8 neurons terminate in M6 and M3, respectively, making the medulla the first stage of color-vision processing and simultaneously the second stage of motiondetection processing through L1-L5 neurons. Converging evidence from studies conducted in several insect species, including Drosophila, indicates that DRA ommatidia are sensitive to the oscillation plane (E-vector orientation) of linearly polarized light (Hardie, 1984; Labhart and Meyer, 1999; Wernet et al., 2012) .
Drosophila has been a great model organism for studying the role of LNs across several sensory modalities. The diversity and variability of LNs in the Drosophila antennal lobe are essential for olfactory information processing (Wilson and Laurent, 2005; Olsen et al., 2007; Olsen and Wilson, 2008; Chou et al., 2010; Seki et al., 2010) . Such LNs also exist in the antennal mechanosensory and motor centers for acoustic information processing (Lai et al., 2012; Lehnert et al., 2013) .
As the largest neuropil in the Drosophila brain, the medulla contains more than 30 morphologically distinct types of neuron, having branches that are extensive yet limited to the region (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Morante and Desplan, 2008; Raghu et al., , 2013 . Few of their arborizations display layer specificity (e.g., Dm1 and Dm6 in M1; Pm1 and Pm2 in M9), leaving open the question of whether each of the 10 medulla strata functions as a distinct unit, with its own layer-specific LNs for visual information processing, in a manner similar to mammalian amacrine cells in the inner plexiform strata.
Here, by morphologically aligning and warping 233 single LNs into a common M6 volume model defined by R7 terminals, we demonstrate that the M6 stratum contains at least two morphologically distinct families of M6-specific LNs (M6-LNs), the directional and nondirectional LNs. Each family contains a diverse population of neurons, which differ in their size, shape, location, and coverage of the retinotopic field.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Plasmid constructs
pP[UAST-Brainbow2.1R-2] and pCaspeR-hs-CRE-HA constructs were created by standard cloning techniques. CMV-Brainbow-2.1 R (Livet et al., 2007) was purchased from Addgene (Cambridge, MA; plasmid 18723) and contains four cassettes of fluorescent protein (hrGFPII-NLS, eYFP, tdimer2, and M-mCerulean), each containing a loxp site linked to a fluorescent proteincoding region and a terminator. The CMV-Brainbow-2.1 R clone contains NheI and XhoI cutting sites for the release of the full four cassettes; hence, this region was cloned into the XhoI and XbaI sites of the pP[UAST-AI] vector (Kuo et al., 2012) to create the pP[UAST-Brainbow2.1R-2] transgene. pAD-CRE-HA was also purchased from Addgene (plasmid 16583) and contains XhaI and NheI cutting sites for the release of CRE-HA; hence, the CRE-HA gene was cloned into the XbaI site of the pCaspeR-hs vector (DGRC 1215) to create the pCaspeR-hs-CRE-HA transgene.
Fly stocks
Fly stocks were grown on standard corn medium at 25 C and 60% relative humidity, under a 14:10-hour light:dark cycle. The following fly stocks were used: PanR7-GAL4, PanR8-GAL4, Rh3-LexA, UAS-hth, UAShth HM (provided by Claude Desplan), C202a-GAL4, 21D-GAL4 (Rister et al., 2007) , Cha3.3kb-GAL80 (Kitamoto, 2002) , UAS-Dscam::GFP (Wang et al., 2004) , UASSyt::HA (Jefferis et al., 2007) , UAS-FB1.0 260b ;hs-mFlp5 mosaic analysis with a repressible marker (MARCM) to label single neurons, FRT19A,UAS-mCD8::GFP;30A-GAL4 was crossed with hs-FLP,FRT19A,tubGAL80;1;TM3/ UAS-syt::HA, and FRTg13, UAS-mCD8::GFP;VT12760 was crossed with hs-FLP;FRTg13,tubGAL80 (Lee and Luo, 1999) . Flippase was activated by keeping third-instar larvae at 37 C for 45 minutes. For polarity analysis, 30A-GAL4;Cha3.3kb-GAL80,UAS-GAL4, 30A-GAL4, or VT12760 was crossed with UAS-Dscam::GFP;UASmko;UAS-Syt::HA/TM3. The UAS-Syt::HA (III) line was generated by remobilizing the P-element insertion from a starter line (Jefferis et al., 2007) . For Flybow analysis, 30A-GAL4;Cha3.3kb-GAL80,UAS-GAL4 or 30A-GAL4 was crossed with UAS-FB1.0 260b ;hs-mFlp5. Flippase was activated by keeping pupae at 37 C for 45 minutes. For Brainbow analysis, w,UAS-Brainbow2.1R-2;30A-GAL4 or w,UAS-Brainbow2.1R-2;VT12760 was crossed with hs-CRE-HA. Flippase was activated by keeping pupae at 37 C for 15 minutes. Table 1 lists the primary antibodies used in this study, with their sources and specificity tests on Drosophila tissue. Anti-Dscs large (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank; catalog No. 4F3 anti-discs large, RRI-D:AB_528203) antibody was raised against a fragment that includes the second PDZ domain of DLG fused to GST. It strongly labels the lamina and central brain neuropils in Drosophila (Hamanaka and Meinertzhagen, 2010) . This monoclonal anti-DLG antibody labels larval neuromuscular junctions in a pattern similar to that of a widely used polyclonal anti-DLG antibody (Lahey et al., 1994; Parnas et al., 2001 ).
Antibody characterization
Anti-5HT (5-hydroxytryptamine) antibody was produced in rabbit by using serotonin-creatinine sulfate complex conjugated to bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the immunogen and was then affinity immunopurified. The immunopositive signal can be inhibited by preincubation of diluted antiserum with serotonin or serotonin-BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO; catalog No. S5545, RRID:AB_477522). Staining specificity in the Drosophila brain has been demonstrated by immunoreactivity of anti-5HT antibody in the tryptophan hydroxylase promoter-driven neurons (Huser et al., 2012) that are antitryptophan hydroxylase immunopositive (Park et al., 2006) . Tryptophan hydroxylase is the key enzyme for 5HT biosynthesis.
Anti-g-aminobutyric acid (GABA; Sigma) antibody against GABA-BSA conjugate was produced in rabbit, affinity immunopurified, and characterized by dot blot immunoassay (Sigma-Aldrich; catalog No. A2052, RRI-D:AB_477652). Staining specificity in the Drosophila brain has been demonstrated in the lamina C2 neurons by colocalization of immunopositive signals from the anti-GABA antibody with those from antibodies against glutamic acid decarboxylase, the key enzyme for GABA biosynthesis (Kolodziejczyk et al., 2008) and Drosophila vesicular GABA transporter (Enell et al., 2007) .
Anti-Drosophila vesicular glutamate transporter (DVGLUT; a gift from Dr. A. DiAntonio, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO; Dr. A. Diantonio; catalog No. NA, RRID:AB_2307294) was raised against the C-terminal peptide (see Table 1 for sequence) of DVGLUT. This antiserum was affinity purified and found to recognize a single band of DVGLUT of the expected molecular weight (2.3 kD) in Western (Daniels et al., 2006) Diversity and variability in M6 local neurons
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience blots (Daniels et al., 2004) . Its specificity was further confirmed by the finding of a reduced immunopositive signal in a hypomorphic dvglut allele expressing low levels of DVGLUT protein (Daniels et al., 2006) .
Sample preparation
Brain samples were dissected in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 30 minutes. Samples were then blocked and permeabilized in PBS containing 1% Triton X-100 and 10% normal goat serum (PBS-T) and degassed in a vacuum chamber to expel tracheal air, with six cycles of depressurization to 70 cmHg, holding pressure at this value for 10 minutes in each cycle. Next, the brain samples were incubated in PBS-T, which contained one of the following (see Table 1 ): 1:50 mouse 4F3 anti-Discs large (DLG) monoclonal antibody for neuropil counterstaining, 1:500 rabbit anti-HA (Abcam, Cambridge, MA; catalog No. ab9110, RRI-D:AB_307019) for MARCM single neuron polarity labeling, 1:500 rabbit anti-5HT for labeling putative serotonergic neurons, 1:500 rabbit anti-GABA for labeling putative GABAergic neurons, or 1:5,000 rabbit anti-DVGLUT (Daniels et al., 2004) for labeling putative glutamatergic neurons, all overnight at room temperature. After being washed three times in PBS-T, the samples were incubated in PBS-T containing 1:250 biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgG, biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG, or Alexa Fluor 546-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) overnight at room temperature. Next, the brain samples were washed and incubated with 1:500 Alexa Fluor 635 streptavidin (Molecular Probes), again overnight at room temperature. Finally, after extensive washing, the immunolabeled brain samples were directly cleared in FocusClear (CelExplorer, Taiwan). Samples were imaged under a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope with either a 340 C-Apochromat water-immersion objective lens (N.A. 1.2, working distance 220 lm) or a 363 Plan-Apochromat oil-immersion objective lens (N.A. 1.4). The following settings were used: scanning speed 6, resolution 1,024 3 1,024, line averaged 43, zoom 0.7, and optical slice 1 lm for the 340 lens and 0.75 lm for the 363 lens. The corrected voxel size was x:y:z 5 0.32 3 0.32 3 1 lm for the 340 lens and x:y:z 5 0.18 3 0.18 3 0.75 lm for the 363 lens.
3D model generation
The optic lobe from an intact dissected brain was recorded with the 363 lens for the whole medulla and M6 stratum, with manual segmentation performed in Amira 4.1.2 (now Avizo, Visualization Science Group, Merignac, France; RRID:nif-0000-00262). The segmented medulla model was automatically warped into the medulla model from the standard brain of FlyCircuit (Chiang et al., 2011) , and the M6 stratum in our sample was then carried over into this model. The GMR-GAL4 expressing pattern was manually segmented in Amira 4.1.2 and compiled into the common 3D framework of our representative M6 volume model, as described above. Global and local registrations were performed as described previously (Chiang et al., 2011) , by applying the automated global affine registration and the opticlobe-specific local registration. The registration precision was estimated to be 3.9 6 0.4 lm after global registration and 1.1 6 0.2 lm after local registration (Chiang et al., 2011) . Single M6-LNs were identified by manually examining the original confocal stacks, in which M1-M6 layers were labeled by anti-DLG immunostaining. Individual neurons were segmented and registered in the same way as described above. The hypothetical innervating columns in the retinotopic model were visually identified and manually colored.
RESULTS

Analytical strategy
Here we describe our procedure for the analysis of spatial relationships between R7/R8 terminals and M6-LNs in the medulla. First, we generated a volume model of the M6 stratum, defined by the array of terminals of specific kinds of columnar neurons. We then generated an internal retinotopic map, by intersecting (displaying the overlaps of) the M6 volume model and the terminals of photoreceptor neurons. Second, we visually identified 200 single LNs with arborizations exclusively in the M6 stratum, based on the location of GFP expression relative to the DLG immunostaining background in the raw image of each sample brain. Third, using the M6 volume model as a common 3D framework, we compiled all of the single M6-LNs, and predicted the pattern of innervation of the retinotopic field by each individual M6-LN. Finally, we classified these M6-LNs into two families based on the retinotopic coverage and further verified this categorization with polarity labeling, neurotransmitter immunostaining, and ChaGal80 (a neuronal transcription repressor) subtraction.
Generation of the M6 volume model
The medulla has previously been subdivided into 10 neuropilar strata, based on neurite arborizations of selected input neurons at a specific stratum (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989) . To identify the boundary of each specific medulla stratum, we used the following drivers as references: Rh3-LexA, which labels both short-and long-form R7 neurons terminating at the middle and at the lower boundary of M6, respectively (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989 ); Rh5-GAL4, which labels R8 neurons terminating at M3; c202a-GAL4, which labels L1 neurons terminating at M1 and M5; and 21D-GAL4, which labels L2 neurons terminating at M2 (Fig. 1A) . These landmark references allowed us to identify reliably specific distal medulla strata directly from brains immunostained with the postsynaptic density marker anti-DLG. M7, also referred to as the serpentine layer, is the stratum with the weakest intensity of anti-DLG immunostaining, separating the distal medulla (M1-M6) from the proximal medulla (M8-M10). In the distal medulla, the strata show alternating levels of DLG-immunostaining intensity, with M2, the proximal half of M3, and M5 staining more intensely than other strata (Fig. 1B) . Next, we manually demarcated the boundaries of the M6 stratum and of the entire medulla ( Fig. 1C) and generated a 3D volume model (Fig. 1D,E) . The reconstructed M6 model took the form of a 5-lm-thick concave dish. To analyze UV representation in the M6 stratum, the reconstructed volume model and images of all single neurons presented below were aligned and warped into the standard model brain in the FlyCircuit database, using DLGimmunostaining channels as their common references ( 
Generation of the M6 retinotopic map
The glass multiple reporter (GMR) promoter element drives GAL4 expression in all photoreceptor neurons in the Drosophila optic lobe (Freeman, 1996 ; see also Fig.  2A,B) , and M6 is the deepest stratum in the medulla innervated by GMR-GAL4 neurons. Note that GMR-GAL4 was also expressed in the eyelet neurons that form an axonal bundle bypassing the medulla to terminate at the accessory medulla ( Fig. 2A,B) , a small triangular neuropil at the anterior-medial edge of the medulla (Yasuyama and Meinertzhagen, 1999) . Using an intersection between the GMR-GAL4 neurons and the M6 volume model, we generated an internal representation of the retinotopic inputs in the M6 stratum (Fig. 2C-F , Supp. Info. Movie 1). The spatial distribution of the intersected retinotopic inputs showed a hexagonal pattern, with a maximum of 30 columns from the anterior boundary to the posterior edge.
High-resolution imaging indicated that each M6 column contained one swollen terminal derived from an R7 neuron (Fig. 2G) , except at the dorsal-posterior M6, where terminals were significantly larger (Fig. 2F) . A closer examination revealed that dual terminals from 30 paired photoreceptor neurons contributed to the larger terminals in the dorsal-posterior M6 (Fig. 2H) . The dual terminals along the M6 dorsal-posterior edge were also observed in PanR7-GAL4 (Fig. 2J) , which was preferentially expressed in R7 and DRA R8 neurons (Lee et al., 2001; Wernet et al., 2006) . Surprisingly, we found that neurons in Pan R8-GAL4 (Mikeladze-Dvali et al., 2005; Fig. 2J ), Rh6-GAL4 (Fig. 2K) , and Rh3-LexA (Fig. 3F ) have a single terminal at the dorsal-posterior M6. Two-color labeling indicated that the proximal longform terminals were from Rh3-LexA-positive neurons and that the distal short-form terminals were from Rh6-GAL4-positive neurons (Fig. 2L) . The dual terminals could be induced by ectopically expressing DRA ommatidia-inducing homothorax (hth; Wernet et al., 2003 ; Fig. 2M ) in all photoreceptors terminating at other M6 regions, which originally had only one terminal (Fig. 2K) . Furthermore, terminals at the dorsal-posterior M6 could be altered to single terminals by overexpressing the dominant-negative form of Hth (hth HM ; Ryoo et al., 1999 ; Fig. 2N ), which leads to a loss of the DRA ommatidia (Wernet et al., 2003) . Together, these results suggest that the dual terminals at dorsal-posterior M6 arise from DRA R7 and R8.
Identification of M6-LNs
From among the 3,000 single neurons with all processes restricted to the medulla that are found in the FlyCircuit image database (http://www.flycircuit.tw/; Chiang et al., 2011), we visually identified 155 neurons having arborizations restricted to the M6 stratum in every sample brain (Supp. Info. Movie 2). We further characterized these M6-LNs by using 30A-GAL4, a driver with preferential expression in some M6-LNs that consistently project dense fibers to the anterior-dorsal and posterior edges and sparse fibers to the center field ( Fig. 3A ; n 5 10). Using synaptotagmin::HA (Syt::HA) and Dscam::GFP to label putative axons and dendrites, respectively, we found that axonal terminals were distributed throughout the whole M6 retinotopic field and were homogeneous in size and shape (Fig.  3B) . In contrast, dendritic terminals were of two different sizes. Large dendritic terminals were distributed exclusively at the anterior M6 (Fig. 3B, asterisk) , and small dendritic terminals were distributed throughout the whole M6 and mostly colocalized with axonal terminals along the posterior M6 edge (Fig. 3B, arrowheads) . In the presence of Cha-GAL80 inhibition, 30A-GAL4 was expressed in fewer M6-LNs (Fig. 3C) . These Cha-GAL80-negative neurons had small dendritic terminals and noncolocalized axonal terminals (Fig. 3D) , indicating that M6-LNs with large dendritic terminals are Cha-GAL80 positive (Fig. 3D, asterisk) , and their axonal terminals colocalized with the dendritic terminals of Cha-GAL80-negative neurons at the posterior M6 edge (Fig. 3B ).
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The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience Figure 1 . Generation of medulla volume models. A: Arborizations of retinotopic afferents (green) within medulla columns in relation to DLG-immunostained medulla strata (magenta). A long-form R7 (arrowhead) defines the proximal boundary of M6. B: Identification of specific strata in the distal medulla (M1-M6) based on differences in DLG-immunostaining intensity (left), using specific columnar neurons as references (right). C: Segmentation of the M6 stratum (magenta) and medulla (yellow) from the DLG-immunostained optic lobe (gray). D: Volume rendering of the M6 stratum (magenta) within the medulla (gray). E: Spatial relationship of M6 (magenta), medulla (yellow), lobula, and lobula plate (gray) volume models. F: The M6 volume model provided by the standard model fly brain. Med, medulla; Lob, lobula; Lop, lobula plate; MB, mushroom body; AL, antennal lobe. Scale bars 5 10 lm. The sample M6 surface model is warped into the medulla of the standard M6 model. D: GMR-GAL4-labeled neurons are warped into the standard M6 volume model, using the transformation matrix generated in C. E: Schematic illustration of an R7 neuron terminating at the M6 stratum. F: The M6 retinotopic map generated by the intersection (overlap) between terminals of GMR-GAL4 neurons and the M6 volume model. G: Transverse section of the ventral medulla, showing an array of the typical R7 terminals that occur in most parts of M6 stratum. H: Transverse section of the dorsal medulla, showing dual terminals (arrows) in the dorsalposterior part of the M6 stratum. Other R8s in inner columns terminate at M3 (arrowhead). I: Preferential expression of PanR7-GAL4, showing that the dual terminals at the dorsal-posterior M6 stratum (arrows) are derived from DRA R7 and R8 neurons. PanR8-GAL4 (J) and Rh6-GAL4 (K), both expressing in R8, innervating M6 (arrow) in the dorsal-posterior region and M3 (arrowhead) in all other regions. L: Dual expression of Rh3-LexA (yellow) and Rh6-GAL4 (cyan) labels the dual terminals (arrows) at dorsal-posterior M6 with different colors. Rh6-GAL4 also labels R8s terminating at M3 (arrowhead) in other medulla regions. M: Ectopic expression of hth in all photoreceptor neurons driven by GMR-GAL4 induces dual terminals (arrows) at medial M6 stratum. N: Overexpression of hth HM in all photoreceptor neurons driven by GMR-GAL4 induces single terminals (arrow) at dorsal-posterior M6. Scale bars 5 10 lm.
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience Therefore, Cha-GAL80 inhibition revealed two M6-LN families and their divergence in hard wiring. Three-color imaging of R7 neurons in Rh3-LexA, M6-LNs in 30A-GAL4, and DLG background immunolabeling showed that the M6-LN terminals were distributed exclusively in the proximal half of the M6 stratum, where they interdigitated with long-form R7 terminals (Fig. 3E) , especially at the dorsal-posterior region where Rh3-LexA was expressed in many long-form R7s (Fig.  3F) . Intriguingly, most R7 terminals were of the short form that were distributed in the distal half of the M6 stratum, suggesting that most R7s do not directly intersect with the M6-LNs. The M6-LNs projected their primary neurites along the M7 stratum (Fig. 3E,F) , which is similar to the reported Mt11 neuron that also restricts its synaptic arborizations to the proximal half of the M6 stratum ( Fig. 3G ; Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989 ).
Diversity of M6-LNs
Using MARCM labeling, together with Syt::HA as a presynaptic marker, we imaged 45 additional M6-LNs in 30A-GAL4 and analyzed their dendrite-axon distributions. The cell bodies of the 200 identified M6-LNs were all located at the anterior part of the lateral cell body rind (LCBR), between the optic lobe and the central brain. We classified these M6-LNs into two morphologically distinct families, directional and nondirectional neurons ( Table 2 ).
The directional M6-LNs (n 5 153) were characterized by their segregated fibers with putative dendrites at the anterior M6 stratum and Syt::HA-positive axons at the posterior M6 stratum (Fig. 4A) . Individual directional M6-LNs varied greatly in their innervation of M6 retinotopic columns (Fig. 4B) . Aligning all of the imaged directional M6-LNs into the common M6 retinotopic model revealed the unidirectional relay of visual information from the anterior to the posterior M6, without covering the central M6 retinotopic field (Fig. 4C) .
Variability of nondirectional M6-LNs
The nondirectional M6-LNs (n 5 47) shared the common feature of spatially mixed dendrites and axons. These nondirectional M6-LNs were also highly variable in their morphology and spatial location. By aligning individual neurons with similar morphology into the common M6 retinotopic model, we found that nondirectional M6-LNs could be segregated into seven clusters, each cluster covering one distinct M6 subarea or domain ( Fig. 5 ; in what follows, the seven clusters will be numbered 1-7 and neurons in them named as M6-LNn, where n is cluster number). Within each domain, individual neurons covered similar numbers, but different identities, of retinotopic columns, with extensive areal overlapping (Fig. 6A-C) . Thus, together, but not individually, nondirectional M6-LNs with similar morphologies are likely covering all the retinotopic columns within each M6 domain (Fig. 6D-F) . This is supported VGlut-GAL4 (n 5 129) Unknown fru-GAL4 (n 5 18) Unknown 30A-GAL4 (n 5 6) Anti-DVGLUT Nondirectional M6-LN1 Ventral 60.7 6 5.0 (n 5 3) 30A-GAL4 (n 5 24) Anti-GABA M6-LN2 Ventral 80.3 6 5.0 (n 5 3) Cha-GAL4 (n 5 1) Unknown 30A-GAL4 (n 5 4) Anti-GABA M6-LN3 Ventral 148.0 6 15.8 (n 5 3) VGlut-GAL4 (n 5 2) Unknown 30A-GAL4 (n 5 5) Anti-GABA M6-LN4 Dorsal 157 (n 5 1) VGlut-GAL4 (n 5 1) Unknown 30A-GAL4 (n 5 6) Unknown M6-LN5 Ventral 114 (n 5 1) Gad1-GAL4 (n 5 1) Unknown M6-LN6 Ventral 102 (n 5 1) Cha-GAL4 (n 5 1) Unknown M6-LN7 Dorsal 387 (n 5 1) Trh-GAL4 (n 5 2) Unknown M6-LN8 Dorsal 148 6 25.5 (n 5 2) VT12760-GAL4 (n 5 4) Anti-GABA M6-LN9 Dorsal 40 6 1.4 (n 5 2) VT12760-GAL4 (n 5 4) Anti-GABA M6-LN10 Dorsal 111.5 6 26.2 (n 5 2) VT12760-GAL4 (n 5 4) Anti-GABA M6-LN11 Dorsal 51 6 5.0 (n 5 3) VT12760-GAL4 (n 5 8) Anti-GABA M6-LN12 Dorsal 54 6 5.6 (n 5 3) VT12760-GAL4 (n 5 7) Anti-GABA M6-LN13 Dorsal 74 (n 5 1) VT12760-GAL4 (n 5 6) Anti-GABA Two families 13 Clusters 233 Single neurons 1 Number of retinotopic columns covered by individual M6-LNs (mean 6 SD).
2
Number of anterior/posterior retinotopic columns.
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The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience by the observation that arborizations from two sister M6-LN1s (Fig. 6G) or two sister M6-LN2s (Fig. 6H ) in the same brain covered the same M6 domain as a single M6-LN1 (Fig. 5A ) or a single M6-LN2 (Fig. 5B) . We found that two sister M6-LN3s covered 91 columns in M6 (Fig. 6I) , which is larger than but not twice as large as the coverage of a single of M6-LN3 (60.7 6 5.0 columns; Table 2 ), indicating a partial overlap and complementary coverage of retinotopic columns. Using Brainbow 2.1R-2 to label a majority of Gal4 neurons in the same brain in different colors, we confirmed that the dorsal-posterior domain is covered by complementary innervations of multiple M6-LN2s (Fig. 7A ) that are restricted within the same domain (Fig. 7B,C) . Using Flybow to label a few Gal4 neurons in the same brain in different colors (Hadjieconomou et al., 2011) , we confirmed that directional (Fig. 7F) and nondirectional (Fig.  7G ) M6-LNs coexisted in the same brain (Fig. 7E ).
M6-LN neurotransmitters
Next, we showed that the two M6-LN families differ in their neurotransmitter types, using immunostaining with three different antibodies: anti-GABA for putative GABAergic neurons, anti-DVGLUT for putative glutamatergic neurons, and anti-5HT for putative serotonergic neurons (Fig. 8) . We found that most 30A-GAL4 neurons with cell bodies at the ventral LCBR and fibers at dorsal M6 are anti-GABA immunopositive. Some cell bodies at the dorsal and medial LCBR were also anti-GABA immunopositive (Fig. 8A) . MARCM imaging of single-cell clones with Syt::HA labeling confirmed that nondirectional M6-LNs with cell bodies at the ventral LCBR, and mixed pre-and postsynaptic label at dorsal M6 were anti-GABA immunopositive (Fig. 8B) .
The medulla contains abundant anti-DVGLUTimmunopositive fibers (Daniels et al., 2008) . We found that some 30A-GAL4 neurons with their cell bodies at the medial LCBR (Fig. 8A) and fibers in the M6 (Fig.  8C ) are anti-DVGLUT immunopositive (n 5 3). In the presence of Cha-GAL80 inhibition, the remaining 30A-GAL4 neurons were mostly anti-DVGLUT immunonegative (Fig. 8D,E) but were all anti-GABA immunopositive (Fig. 8E) . Together, these results suggest that directional M6-LNs in 30A-GAL4 are Cha-GAL80 positive, anti-DVGLUT immunopositive, and anti-GABA immunonegative. Additionally, at least some nondirectional M6-LNs are Cha-GAL80 negative, anti-DVGLUT immunonegative, and anti-GABA immunopositive. All cell bodies of 30A-GAL4 neurons at LCBR were anti-5HT immunonegative (Fig. 8A) .
Confirming diversity and variability
We identified an independent Gal4 line, VT12760-GAL4, that showed GAL4 expression in only the nondirectional M6-LNs in the optic lobes. Compared with M6-LNs in the 30A-GAL4, those in the VT12760-GAL4 projected dense fibers to the anterior-dorsal and posterior edges but not the center field of M6 ( Fig. 9A ; n 5 12). The terminals of putative dendrites and axons labeled by Dscam::GFP and Syt::HA, respectively, were small and mixed but did not colocalize (Fig. 9B) , suggesting that VT12760-GAL4 expresses only nondirectional M6-LNs. This was confirmed by the following 
Diversity and variability in M6 local neurons
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience findings: 1) Cha-GAL80 inhibition reduced expression in the central brain (showing that the test was valid) but not in the anterior-dorsal and posterior edges of M6 (Fig. 9C) and 2) M6-LNs in the VT12760-GAL4 were all anti-GABA immunopositive (Fig. 9D) . MARCM imaging collected at least six additional clusters of nondirectional M6-LNs (Fig. 10, Table 2 ; n 5 33). In addition, individual M6-LNs in the same cluster covered a similar number of retinotopic columns, with extensive areal overlapping between their axonal arbors, but made different choices for which specific columns to innervate (Fig. 11A,B) . Combining several M6-LNs of the same cluster to the common M6 volume model showed that each cluster covered one distinct M6 domain (Fig.  11C,D) . Brainbow labeling of multiple VT12760-GAL4 neurons with different colors in the same brain 
The Journal of Comparative Neurology | Research in Systems Neuroscience confirmed that M6-LNs exhibit individual variability limited within the same domain and domain specificity between different clusters (Fig. 11E-H) .
DISCUSSION
Several lines of evidence indicate that medulla M6 stratum contains at least two distinct families of LNs, directional and nondirectional neurons. First, using MARCM labeling, we visualized hundreds of single LNs with arborizations restricted within the M6 stratum (Figs. 4-6 , 10, 11, Supp. Info. Movie 2). These M6-LNs exhibited a great degree of variability in cell body location, retinotopic coverage, and spatial distribution (Table 2) . Second, polarity analysis showed that these M6-LNs could be classified into two families, directional The remaining M6-LN boutons after Cha-GAL80 inhibition are anti-DVGLUT immunonegative (open arrowheads). E: Cha-GAL80 inhibition eliminates all anti-DVGLUT-immunopositive cell bodies but not anti-GABA-immunopositive cell bodies. Cell bodies at dorsal (E1), medial (E2), and ventral (E3) LCBR are labeled by GFP (green) and immunostained by two different antibodies (magenta). Genotypes: 1) UASmCD8::GFP;1/30A-GAL4 (B,C) and 2) FRT19A,UAS-mCD8::GFP;1/30A-GAL4;1/Cha-GAL80 (D,E). Scale bars 5 10 lm.
neurons with segregated axons and dendrites and nondirectional neurons with mixed axons and dendrites (Figs. 3, 9) . Third, multicolor labeling with Brainbow and Flybow revealed that individual M6-LNs in the two families are highly variable in their spatial distribution and coexist in the same brain (Figs. 7, 11) . Fourth, neurotransmitter immunolabeling showed that some directional neurons are anti-DVGLUT immunopositive, and some nondirectional neurons are anti-GABA immunopositive (Figs. 8, 9 ), but not vice versa. Fifth, Cha-Gal80 inhibits Gal4 expression in directional (Figs. 3C,D, 8D ) but not in nondirectional M6-LNs (Figs. 8E, 9C) . Sixth, M6-LNs in 30A-GAL4 are directional or nondirectional but in VT12760-GAL4 are exclusively nondirectional.
Together, our data reveal a complex local network for visual information processing within the medulla M6 stratum.
Retinotopic representation at M6
UV polarization information is sent by Rh3-positive neurons in the DRA ommatidia to the medulla (Strausfeld and Wunderer, 1985; Rubin, 1990, 1991; Wernet et al., 2003 Wernet et al., , 2012 . Although most columns in the M6 retinotopic field are terminated only by R7, our results suggest that the enlarged columns at the M6 dorsal-posterior edge consist of dual terminals derived from Rh3-LexA-positive R7s and Rh6-GAL4- (Fig. 2F,H-L) . Genetic manipulation of Hth expression confirmed that the dual terminals originate from the photoreceptor neurons in the DRA (Figs. 2M,N, 12A ). Nevertheless, DRA R7s and R8s are both Rh3-antibody immunopositive (Mazzoni et al., 2008) . One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that Rh3-LexA and Rh6-GAL4 drivers report the neuron type but not the opsin type. Alternatively, there might be two subsets of DRA R8s with different layer specificity, i.e., Rh3-positive R8s terminating at M3 and Rh6-positive R8s terminating at M6.
Directional M6-LNs
Directional M6-LNs in 30A-GAL4 were found to be anti-DVGLUT immunopositive (Fig. 8C-E) and Cha-GAL80 positive (Fig. 3B,D) . These directional M6-LNs may be excitatory or inhibitory depending on whether downstream neurons express ionotropic or metabotropic glutamate receptors. However, directional LNs are not unusual in the fly brain. For example, all Kenyon cells forming the mushroom body are directional, with dendrites receiving olfactory information from the calyx and axons sending information to the output neurons innervating different lobes (Ito et al., 1997; Strausfeld et al., 2003) . Similar directional LNs also exist in the antennal lobe, where most LNs are nondirectional but some oligoglomerular LNs have a selective synaptotagmin-HA distribution (Chou et al., 2010) , suggesting directional information flow between glomeruli. In the protocerebral bridge, all LNs are directional, with a highly ordered pattern of innervation among different glomeruli, suggesting information integration and reiteration (Lin et al., 2013) . If Rh6-GAL4-positive R8s and Rh3-immunopositive R8s at DRA are assumed to be the same, we can speculate that frontal UV inputs from R7 and polarized UV signals from DRA R7/R8 are converged at the dorsal-posterior M6 domain, where they integrate with rear visual signals relayed by directional M6-LNs (Fig. 12B ). It will be interesting to determine whether directional M6-LNs pointing in the opposite direction exist for visual information integration and reiteration, similar to those in the protocerebral bridge, and how the directionality of information flow in M6 affects the fly's polarotaxis and phototaxis behavior. A more comprehensive anatomical mapping of M6-LNs and other layer-specific LNs will help us to understand why the fly has a better phototactic response to UV than to visible light (Hu and Stark, 1977) .
Nondirectional M6-LNs
By aligning 72 single neurons derived from different brains to the common M6 volume model and by Brainbow labeling multiple neurons in the same brain, we showed that nondirectional M6-LNs are highly variable in their morphology and spatial distribution but could be grouped into distinct clusters, each cluster covering a specific M6 domain (Figs. 5, 6, 10) . Analysis of two independent Gal4 drivers, 30A-GAL4 (Fig. 5 ) and VT12760-GAL4 (Fig. 10) , showed that individual nondirectional M6-LNs are highly variable with regard to retinotopic innervation. Nevertheless, M6-LNs in each Gal4 line always covered the same domains of the retinotopic field in different brains. Together, these results suggest that nondirectional M6-LNs show local variability but global stereotypy. Combining all 72 identified nondirectional M6-LNs into the common M6 volume model covers only the dorsal half of the M6 retinotopic field (Fig. 12C , Table 2 ). These dorsal M6-LNs identified in the current study together with the ventral M6-LNs (i.e., M6-LN5, M6-LN6, and M6-LN7) found in the FlyCircuit database form a mosaic distribution over the retinotopic map in which each tile is the unique innervation domain of exactly one LN cluster (Fig. 12C) . However, some ventral M6-LNs derived from the FlyCircuit database have only one example (Table 2) , and their neurotransmitters are unclear. Further studies of specific Gal4 drivers expressed in the ventral M6-LNs are necessary to determine whether specifically GABAergic M6-LNs cover the entire M6 retinotopic field.
Because many, if not all, of these nondirectional M6-LNs are anti-GABA immunopositive (Figs. 8, 9 ), it is tempting to speculate that such a domain-specific inhibitory local field might be useful in preventing signal saturation from a bright spot, without compromising sensitivity to the surrounding visual field. Alternatively, such domain-specific inhibition in the visual field could serve as lateral inhibition in sharpening the input signal, similarly to the role of medium-field amacrine cells in the vertebrate retina (Werblin, 2011) .
Information integration
For Drosophila, three classes of medulla neurons have been previously described, 1) medulla intrinsic neurons (Mi) that connect the distal with the proximal medulla neuropil, 2) distal medulla amacrine cells (Dm) that arborize exclusively in the distal medulla, and 3) proximal medulla amacrine cells (Pm) that branch exclusively in the proximal medulla (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989) . At the single-cell level, each of these types innervates specific medulla layers and exhibits diverse sizes of field coverage within each layer (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Morante and Desplan, 2008) .
At the M6 stratum, the dendrites of narrow-field projection neurons (i.e., Dm8 and Tm5) receive UV inputs from fewer than 20 columns of R7/R8 terminals (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Gao et al., 2008) , whereas wide-field Mt11 neurons may cover more than 20 columns (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989) . Golgi staining has identified additional M6 projection neurons such as Dm2, Dm5-like, Mi3, Mt11-like, Tm5a, Tm5b, Tm5c, TmY5a, and TmY10 (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989) . Three-dimensional reconstruction from serial-section transmission electron microscopy has confirmed most of the previous findings and revealed several additional M6 projection neurons, including Unknown Tm-1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, and 17 (Takemura et al., 2013) . At least some of these M6 projection neurons have been implicated in visual processing and behavior (Gao et al., 2008; Karuppudurai et al., 2014; Otsuna et al., 2014) .
A local processing unit (LPU) is a brain region that contains its own populations of LNs, with their dendrites and axons both restricted within this region, and that connects to other brain regions via projection neurons with axons organized in tracts (Chiang et al., 2011) . The diversity (directional vs. nondirectional families) and variability (individual differences in retinotopic coverage) of M6-LNs revealed by the current study, however incompletely, imply another level of complexity in visual information processing, suggesting that M6 may act as an LPU for UV vision. Intriguingly, except for a few long-form R7 terminals, most R7 terminals locate close to, but separate from, M6-LN fibers. Specific contact with long-form, but not short-form, R7s is consistent with the results of the previous Golgi study showing two potential R7 subtypes terminating at different depths in the medulla (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989) . This observation is of potential interest because it implies subdivision of R7s into two morphologically and functionally distinct types.
We speculate that the Drosophila M6 stratum is constructed from a small, modular synaptic interaction motif consisting of visual input (R7/R8), output (Dm8/Tm5 and others), and local (M6-LNs) neurons, repeated across the entire M6 retinotopic field underlying visual functionality (Fig. 12D ). In addition, nondirectional GABAergic M6-LNs might synapse mostly with M6 output neurons, serving as lateral inhibition to sharpen the output signal. It remains to be shown whether such a hypercircuit exists in other medulla strata and whether the insect medulla is actually subdivided into multiple LPUs, one for each stratum, in a manner similar to that observed in the vertebrate inner plexiform layer (Werblin, 2011) , to provide multiple, differently specialized representations of the visual world. Comparisons between different medulla strata in Drosophila may uncover the basic operating principles of a hypercircuit and help us to understand visual information processing in higher organisms. Each of approximately 800 R7 neurons relays UV information along one column to terminate at the M6 stratum, forming a UV retinotopic map (blue). The UV polarization-detecting DRA neurons (yellow) project to the dorsal-lateral M6 stratum. B: Top view of the left optic lobe shows chiasmatic information relay (31) from frontal and rear ommatidia to posterior and anterior M6, respectively. Directional M6-LNs (red) relay information from the anterior to the posterior M6 (arrow). Med, medulla; Lob, lobula; Lop, lobula plate. C: Innervation territories of nondirectional M6-LN clusters (shown in different colors) form a mosaic of seven domains, covering the whole M6 retinotopic field. D: Functional motif in the M6 stratum: R7/R8 input neurons, narrow-field output projection neurons (black; i.e., Dm8 to the M4 stratum and Tm5 to the lobula), nondirectional LNs (green, red, and orange), and directional M6-LNs (blue).
